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Challenges Faced by Temenos T24 Users
As finance departments are increasingly put under pressure from regulators, management and investors to have better, more timely
information they are having to put in place more robust financial reporting systems. The challenge is to have a single version of the truth for
financial and banking performance reporting.
Temenos T24 is a powerful, market leading core banking solution but it can be quite complex for finance users to get the data out in a way
that shows the total financial position of the bank.
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BankBI provides pre-built integration to Temenos T24 and a comprehensive data model built for financial reporting. It satisfies the finance
department’s need for automated daily reporting and intuitive dashboards, alongside comprehensive analysis of the loan & deposit portfolio.
For financial institutions running T24 and looking to gain efficiencies, reduce risk and improve performance, BankBI offers financial & banking,
risk and regulatory reporting via desktop, tablet and mobile.

How BankBI Helps
For Temenos users that have standardised on a simpler implementation model
to use a ‘traditional’ subset of the broad range of T24 applications, BankBI
has pre-built integration for T24 modules both from a financial reporting
perspective as well as a loan & deposit perspective.
The BankBI team have detailed knowledge of T24 and one of its strengths is
understanding how to use the powerful distributed GL structure within T24.
BankBI is able to reference financial statements back to, and reconcile with,
the underlying loans and deposits - either to the T24 GL or an external General
Ledger system. Any discrepancies or mismatches are identified during the
automated daily BankBI reconciliation process.
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As a cloud based software-as-a-service (SaaS) application
BankBI offers the following:

reports with financial, loan and deposit data. Starting with the
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BankBI can also show how the regulatory reports
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A team that understands T24 users’ financial and
banking reporting requirements.
A reporting transformation process in the cloud –
no on premises hardware or licensing.
Pre-built and customisable data extracts of T24
reporting fields (including Local Ref.)
Pre-built reports and dashboards available on desktop,
tablet and mobile.
Dynamic drill-down analysis of complex Financial
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Banking Groups - Financial Consolidation
BankBI can be used by Microfinance networks or banking groups using Temenos T24
at different versions. BankBI can be used to consolidate data and reporting for the
whole group or parts of the groups, solely for T24 or combined with other core banking
systems.
BankBI has standard extracts that can have bespoke configuration for each country to
retain local reporting requirements whilst standardising reporting at the group level.
Multiple countries can be implemented in parallel.

Incorporating a vast array of industry standard KPIs and a pre-configured framework that delivers performance management ratios
out-of-the-box, BankBI helps T24 institutions measure, monitor and manage critical information metrics across the organisation.
BankBI is designed and architected to be delivered in a Software-as-a-Service model and its standardised, pre-built, configurable
approach eliminates the need for prolonged data warehousing projects.

Case Study: Out-of-the-Box Solution for VisionFund International
Since engaging with BankBI, global microfinance network VisionFund International (VFI) has
gained visibility and control over its operational portfolio. Visibility that is providing insights into
financial and social performance data and accelerating VFI’s overall transformation strategy.
VFI is engaged in a multi-year transformation programme to standardise core banking and
financial system platforms and one of the problems they faced was very limited visibility over
data. VFI reached out to ‘the obvious’ vendors before connecting with BankBI via their past
experience in the Temenos market.
Initially the plan was to install BankBI within each of the 30-plus MFIs in line with the
transformation program, and in the MFIs where this has been done the daily portfolio reporting
and deep financial analysis BankBI offers has given VFI a level of control they had previously
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really quickly. It’s a powerful combination for institutions like ours.”
Tom Allen, VFI Global Director of Change & Programmes
However, waiting for the core systems rollout meant VFI was going to have to wait too long
for the analytics insights it desperately needed. The solution has been a ‘FastTrack’ programme
where approaching 30 MFIs upload their loan portfolios directly to BankBI in Microsoft Azure.
A complete rollout of the BankBI system including full financial analytics is still very much the
plan, however in the interim the process has been streamlined into something that is both
valuable and readily achievable. Providing the most critical information in the shortest possible
time, a global analysis of the VFI network operational portfolio.
“In practical terms this means not just that BankBI have the software and a highly
effective implementation methodology but the willingness to go the extra mile to
get us where we want to be. In that sense BankBI has given us back the reins.”
Tom Allen, VFI Global Director of Change & Programmes
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